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ASTRONOMY (UNFINISHED)
Section 1: History of Astronomy

Understand how Eratosthenes and Aristarchus used observations of the Moon and Sun to 
determine successively:
a diameter of the Earth
b diameter of the Moon
c distance to the Moon
d distance to the Sun
e diameter of the Sun
Planetary Motion

Section 2: geocentric and Heliocentric models

Understand the contribution of the observational work of Brahe in the transition from a 
geocentric to a heliocentric model of the Solar System
Understand the contribution of the mathematical modelling of Copernicus and Kepler in the 
transition from a geocentric to a heliocentric model of the Solar System

Section 3: Kepler’s first and second law

Understand the role of gravity in creating stable elliptical orbits
Understand Kepler’s laws of planetary motion 
Understand the terms ‘aphelion’ and ‘perihelion’ (solar orbits), ‘apogee’ and ‘perigee’ (Earth 
orbits) for an elliptical orbit

Section 4: Kepler’s third law

Be able to use Kepler’s third law in the form:

where T is the orbital period of an orbiting body and r is the mean radius of its orbit
Understand that the constant in Kepler’s third law depends inversely on the mass of the 
central body

Section 5: Newton

Know that Newton was able to explain Kepler’s laws using his law of universal gravitation
Understand that the gravitational force between two bodies is proportional to the product of 
their masses and inversely proportional to the square of their separation (algebraic expression 
of Newton’s law of universal gravitation not required)
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BIOLOGY: ECOLOGY REVSION 
Key words

Habitat – where an organism lives
Ecosystem-organisms interacting with each other and their environment 
Biome- large biological areas, containing several ecosystems 
Population- a group of individuals of the same species 
Community – groups of different species living in the same area
Producer – an organism that makes their own food (plants)
Consumer- organism that lives off other organisms 
Decomposer- organism that feeds off dead organisms (bacteria ) and recycles organic material
Abiotic factors- physical factors affecting a population
Biotic factors – living factors that affect a population
Adaptation- how organisms are suited to their environments 
Mimicry the resemblance of an animal or plant to another animal, plant, or inanimate object.
Tundra  low temperatures and short growing seasons, permafrost
Taiga coniferous forests in the northern hemisphere  cold winters , warm summers
Steppe- flat non-forested grassland, hot and dry
Ecology- the relations of organisms to one another and to their physical surroundings.
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Study the image and answer the questions below 

What are the Abiotic factors that can affect the population of Caribou?
What Biotic factors can affect the population of bears in this ecosystem?
How are the Caribou Adapted to their environment (the Biome)?
Give one Structural adaptation 
Give one Behavioural adaptation 
How are the plants adapted to the cold winters?
What do Animals of the same species compete for?
What do animals of different species compete for?
What do plants compete for? List Three things 
Are the owl and the bear competitors?
What would happen if there was a new predator in the ecosystem?
What would happen to the caribou population if humans hunted bears to extinction?
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Quadrats 

Ecologists use Quadrats to estimate the population of organisms.

This field of flowers is 8m x 12m. 
Draw between 5-10 quadrats RANDOMLY on this field. The quadrats need to be 1m x 1m 
Count the total amount of flowers that are in the squares.
Calculate the Mean number of flowers in a square.
Calculate the area of the field.

  Mean number of flowers / square  x  total area of field = estimation of total amount of 
flowers in the field.

Questions:

Why do you place the quadrats randomly in the field?
What types of organisms are not suitable to count using quadrats?
What is a transect and what does it tell you?
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Study the diagram and read the text about the different species of penguins. There are 
questions you need to complete at the bottom.

Adelie penguins live on sea ice, exclusively around Antarctica from where they hunt krill.The 
krill needs sea ice to be able to breed and feed underneath it. The Chinstrap penguin have 
wider diet of food, and are found in Antarctica as well as South America   The Gentoo penguins 
found in Sub-Antarctic  waters. The Gentoo are known to be opportunistic when it comes to 
their diet- their main food is krill, but they have been known to eat fish. The increase in water 
temperature due to global warming have effects on the populations of these three penguin 
species 

Questions

Describe the population change of the three species of penguins over time.
What abiotic factor has contributed to the change in penguin population? You need to consider 
how the abiotic factor has affected  the three penguin’s habitats and diets.
Which of these penguins are better adapted to climate change? Use information from the 
graph –as well as the information about their habitats and diets.
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CHEMISTRY: QUANTITATIVE CHEMISTRY II
Section 1: The mole concept

Recall that the number of atoms, molecules or ions in a mole of a given substance is the 
Avogadro constant. The value of the Avogadro constant is 6.02 x 1023 per mole.

Know the difference between a mole and a molecule. 

Know how to use the relationship ↔ 1 mole  6.02 × 1023 formula units to calculate the 
following:

Calculate number of moles of a substance if given specific number of formula units. (example:  
6.022 × 1023 molecules of oxygen = 1 mole of O2,    18.066 * 1023 atoms of hydrogen = 18.066 
* 1023 �6.02 × 1023 = 3 mol of H )

Calculate number of formula units of a substance if given specific number of moles. (example: 
1 mol of water = 6.022 *1023 molecules of H2O,   3mol of iron = 3 * 6.022 *1023 = 18.066 
*1023 atoms of Fe )

Recall that the mass of one mole of a substance in grams is numerically equal to its relative 
formula mass.

Recall the formula mol = mass ÷ Mr  and change the subject of the equation  
( mass = mol * Mr ,          Mr = mass  � mol )

Use the relative formula mass of a substance to calculate the number of moles in a given mass 
of that substance and vice versa.

Section 2: Amounts of substances in equations

State the law of conservation of mass.
Explain how chemical equations can be interpreted in terms of moles.
Balance an equation given the masses of reactants and products.
Calculate the masses of reactants and products from the balanced symbol equation and the 
mass of a given reactant or product (reacting masses calculations).
Explain what a limiting reactant is. Explain the effect of a limiting quantity of a reactant on the 
amount of products it is possible to obtain in terms of amounts in moles or masses in grams.
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Section 3: Concentrations of solutions

Define the terms solution, solute, solvent, solubility, soluble, insoluble and concentration.
Explain that the concentration of a solution can be measured in mass per given volume of 
solution, e.g. grams per dm3 (g/dm3).
Calculate the mass of solute in a given volume of solution of known concentration in terms of 
mass per given volume of solution
Explain how the mass of a solute and the volume of a solution is related to the concentration 
of the solution. Use the formula mass = C * V and change the subject.

Section 4: Using concentrations of solutions in mol/dm3

Recall that the concentration of a solution can be measured in mol/dm3.
Explain how the concentration of a solution in mol/dm3 is related to the mass of the solute and 
the volume of the solution.
Calculate the amount in moles of solute or the mass in grams of solute in a given volume of 
solution from its concentration in mol/dm3.
If the volumes of two solutions that react completely are known and the concentration of one 
solution is known, calculate the concentration of the other solution.

Section 5: Use of amount of substance in relation to volumes of gases

Recall that equal amounts in moles of gases occupy the same volume under the same 
conditions of temperature and pressure.
Recall that the volume of one mole of any gas at room temperature and pressure (20oC and 1 
atmosphere pressure) is 24 dm3.
Calculate the volume of a gas at room temperature and pressure from its mass and relative 
formula mass.
volume of gas at rtp = number of moles × 24
Calculate volumes of gaseous reactants and products from a balanced equation and a given 
volume of a gaseous reactant or product.
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CLASSICS/LATIN
As you know a language is like building a Roman temple, you need materials (vocabulary) and 
skill (grammar knowledge) to get anywhere. This means you MUST revise vocabulary and 
grammar not just from this term but also from all previous terms.

This includes:

Noun endings (1st/2nd/3rd declensions)
Verb endings (all give tenses, active and passive)
Participles: present (ns/nt), ppp and future (ur)
Vocabulary: from your year 9 booklet plus the sheet from this half term

Topic 1: Ablative Absolutes

A noun and a participle both in the ablative case. Translated as: when/as/since/while/because
Topic 2: Irregular verbs and imperatives - learn all parts of the verbs
volo, velle, volui – I want
nolo, nolle, nolui – I don’t want
malo, malle, malui – I prefer
fero, ferre, tuli, latus – I carry
Imperatives: duc – lead!, dic – say!, fer – carry!, fac – do!
Topic 3: Negative Commands
noli (sg) or nolite (pl) plus an infinitive = don’t…
Topic 4: Question words
cur – why?
quando – when?
ubi – where/when?
quo – where to?
unde – where from?
quis – who?
quid –what? 
quam- how? 
quantus – how big? how much?
quot – how many?
qualis – what sort of?
quomodo – how?
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Topic 5: Irregular comparative and superlative adjectives and adverbs

magnus, maior, maximus (maxime) – big, bigger, biggest (very greatly)
parvus, minor, minimus (minime) – small, smaller, smallest (no, very little)
bonus, melior, optimus – good, better, best 
multus, plus, plurimus – much, more, most
quam + superlative: as something as possible
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COMPUTER SCIENCE: JAVA PROGRAMMING
Section 1: Basic Java Concepts

Using Data Types, Variable declaration, Constant declaration
Be able to obtain user input from the keyboard using Scanner
Be able to output data and information from a program to the computer using Java.
Practice Arithmetic Operations, Relational Operations, Boolean Operations, Performing 
mathematical and logical operations 
Understand when to use selection in java and know the syntax for if, if –else, nested if
Practice Java programs using selection statements if, if –else and nested if
Understand when to use switch case in java programming
Know the difference between if and switch in java

Section 2: Iteration and Arrays

Understand what iteration/ loop is and know the syntax for all the three loops given below:
While loop
Do-while loop
For loop

Learn the syntax for using While loop, Do-While loop and For loop
Practice to write a java program using while loop, for loop and do-while loop
Learn how to  create 1Dimentional arrays, give values in a 1D array , Print 1D arrays
Learn the syntax to create 2D Arrays, assign the values to individual elements of an array and 
display the values from individual elements of an array
Learn how to assign and display values to all the elements of a 2D array using the for loops
Practice java programs to create a 2D array and manipulate the values using for loop

Section 3: Procedures , Functions and Java Math functions

Learn how to create a function in java program
Learn how to call functions from the main program
Practice java programs using functions without parameters
Understand what are parameters and why should we use parameters
Learn how to use parameters with procedures
Practice  java programs using Procedures with parameters
Practice java programs using functions with different data types
Using Java MATH functions ( RANDOM, Absolute etc )
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Section 4: Java String Functions

Understand how to use the different string  functions (length, equals, etc)
Write programs using string functions
Give the output of programs using string functions

Section 5: Reading  and writing to files.

Practise how to open a file in Java,  how to close  a file
Practise how to read a file line by line using loops
Practise how to create a record in Java
Practise how to write into a file line by line
Practice answering the questions from Prep and lab sheets. Practise running Java Programs on 
IntelliJ. Use your notes and worksheets to revise
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ECONOMICS
Productivity

Be able to define productivity as the amount of output produced per input (such as raw 
materials, labour/workers, etc.). An increase in productivity would occur when more output 
can be produced per input (e.g. output per worker increases). A decrease in average total costs 
indicates an increase in productivity (Total Costs represents the costs of inputs – a rise in 
output while total costs remain the same would mean an increase in productivity and lower 
average costs). 

Economies of Scale

Define economies of scale as the long-run decrease in average total costs as output is 
increased. 
Implications of economies of scale to producers/firms.

Type of Economies of Scale

Understand the different types of economies of scale that causes the long-run average total 
cost to decrease. 
Managerial – hiring management staff and specialist staff as firms produce more output. This 
will lead to more efficiency and lower average costs. 
Purchasing – firms producing on a large scale will purchase raw materials in bulk. Purchasing 
raw materials in bulk (or large amounts) will mean suppliers to the firm will offer discounts on 
raw materials (e.g. 10% discount) purchased which will reduce average costs. 
Financial – large firms borrow more money from banks and pay lower interest rates. The lower 
interest (percentage) rates paid will lower average cost per unit produced.
Technical – large firms will be able to afford investing in advanced machinery and factory 
buildings (capital goods). This will increase efficiency of the firm and lead to much more output 
being produced at a lower average cost. 
Risk-bearing – large firms will have more investors and could produce more different products. 
This diversification reduces risk and losses are spread out. 

Dis-economies of Scale

Dis-economies of scale being the increase in average cost as output rises. 
Understand that dis-economies of scale can occur when firms become too large and the 
reasons why dis-economies of scale occur.  

Market Structure – Perfect Competition 

Understand in a situation of Perfect Competition there are many firms/sellers/producers, a 
homogenous (identical) product sold by all the sellers (no product differentiation), no barriers 
to entry/exit, firms are price takers (they cannot influence price since they have a small market 
share), and buyers and sellers have complete information on the product and know prices 
charged by all firms. 
Understand how this will lead to lower prices in the market for consumers (link to demand and 
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supply  - more firms means more supply in the market or shift in supply curve to right and thus 
lower prices and more output produced/sold) and lower profits for producers. 
Examples that are close to perfect competition include agricultural markets and foreign 
exchange markets (covered later in the year). 

Market Structure – Monopoly 

A pure monopoly exists when there is only one seller in the market (firm owns 100% of the 
market share). In the UK, a monopoly is said to exist when a firm controls over 25% of the 
market. Example such as British Telecom. 
Understand there are costs and benefits to both consumers and producers in a monopoly 
situation. 
With a monopoly, there will be less choice for consumers to choose when purchasing in the 
market. Also, in general, prices charged may be higher, and there may be less supply available 
compared to if there were more firms in the market. For the monopoly firm, they will be 
able to charge higher prices in general and earn more profits (though they will be regulated 
by the Competition and Markets Authority). With more firms in the industry, there could be 
more innovation of new products and improved services as firms compete to develop better 
products to get more consumers buying their products. 
Benefits of a monopoly include: economies of scale generated by the monopoly firm would 
mean lower average costs and this may potentially be passed on to consumers as lower 
prices. Also for certain industries, such as telecoms or railways, it would make sense to have 
less firms otherwise expensive infrastructure (e.g. telephone poles/cables and railway tracks) 
would have to be replicated and it would be a waste of resources. The profits earned by a 
monopoly may be used in research and development to develop a better/improved product for 
consumers or develop new products for consumers (e.g. British Telecom investing in improving 
internet and download speeds). 

Market Structure – Oligopoly 

Oligopoly defined as a market being dominated by a few large firms. In the UK, an oligopoly is 
defined as the five largest firms in an industry controlling over 50% of market share (revenue of 
five largest firms divided by industry revenue)
In an Oligopoly market structure, there will be product differentiation (branding of the product 
to differentiate it from competitors), barriers to entry (could be due to high costs to invest in 
infrastructure, or licensing requirements), non-price competition (e.g. advertising, later opening 
hours by some supermarkets, faster home delivery, online customer support), and inter-
dependent decision making (e.g. if one firm lowers price, other firms will follow). 
Examples in the UK such as the supermarkets industry, banking, mobile phone  operators. 
Understand costs and benefits of the oligopoly market structure. 
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Labour Market Demand and Supply 

Be able to draw the labour market demand and supply curve and identify the equilibrium 
wage rate. Understand that Demand for labour is by firms/producers. Supply of Labour is by 
households (link to circular flow of income diagram). With more demand for labour, wages will 
be forced upwards and there will be more workers hired. More supply of labour by households 
will lead to a decrease in wages. 
Understand factors that could lead to more demand for labour in certain industries (e.g. more 
demand for the firm’s product would mean firms would demand more workers to produce the 
good and sell the good) and supply of labour.

Factors impacting Demand of Labour

Be able to explain factors that would impact the Demand for labour by firms/producers. 
Increase in demand for the firm’s final product will mean that firms will need to produce more 
output and require more inputs – since labour is an input (or factor of production), there will be 
an increase in demand for labour by firms. 
Other factors: Employment subsidies – payment from the government to firms for each 
worker hired will provide an incentive for firms to demand (and hire) more workers/labour. 
Increased productivity by workers will mean that workers can produce more output and thus 
provide better value for firms – firms would therefore increase their demand for labour. 
Increase in price of a substitute factor of production (e.g. capital such as machines) – assuming 
labour can be substituted for machines to produce output, firms will demand more labour due 
to capital goods being more expensive. 

Factors impacting Supply of Labour

Understand the factors that leads to more or less supply of labour in particular occupations. 
Increase in population or net migration inwards will lead to more labour supply in various 
occupations. Wages earned in substitute occupations – for example, if wages for plumbers 
decreased, many plumbers may switch occupations and become electricians, thus increasing 
the supply for electricians. Barriers to entry for certain occupations – such as training/
degrees/certificates required – the more barriers to entry, the lower will be Supply for those 
occupations (e.g. due to lengthy training required to be a doctor, there will be less Supply of 
doctors compared to a retail shop assistant). 

Changes to Labour Market equilibrium 

Know how to show an increase/decrease in demand or supply of labour in a diagram (due to 
a change in one of the factors of demand or supply of labour) and the impact on equilibrium 
wage rate and equilibrium quantity of labour demanded/supplied. 
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ELECTRONICS: LOGIC GATE SYMBOLS AND THEIR BOOLEAN EXPRESSIONS

This term’s exam will be mostly new content covered during the term on Boolean logic, with 
the last 20% of the exam being a check up on previous content from this year as outlined 
below.
The sections below outline the structure of the examination, with the core knowledge from 
lessons this half term that will be tested in each.

Section 1: Logic Gates (20%)

Recall the symbols for NAND, NOR, NOT, OR and AND gates.
Describe the operation of NAND, NOR, NOT, OR and AND gates qualitatively.

Section 2: Truth Tables (15%)

Construct truth tables for NAND, NOR, NOT, OR and AND gates.

Section 3: Combinational Logic (20%)

Construct truth tables from combinational logic circuits.
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Section 4: Logic Circuit Design (20%)

Design combinational logic circuits using up to 4 different logic integrated circuits.
Draw designs for logic systems using standard notation and integrated circuit chips we have 
used in lessons.

Section 5: Operational amplifiers and sensing circuit design (25%)

Design a sensing subsystem based on given requirements.
Calculate values of resistors and voltages for sensing circuits using voltage dividers.
Design signal processing subsystems such as transistors, operational amplifiers and logic 
gates to produce a desired output for a given input.
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ENGLISH
Bildungsroman 

Comes from German word meaning ‘novel of education or formation’; originated in 17th 
century. 
Other famous texts include Wilhelm Meister’s Apprenticeship by JW Goethe, Great 
Expectations by Charles Dickens, Anne of Green Gables by Lucy Maud Montgomery, To Kill a 
Mockingbird by Harper Lee and I’m King of the Castle by Susan Hill. 
Concerns the protagonist’s moral and psychological growth, and their battles with the 
conventions of society. 

Byronic Hero 

Rochester fits into the archetype of the Byronic hero. Named after Lord Byron (mad, bad and 
dangerous to know) and associated with the Romantics. 
A type of anti-hero who is often arrogant, rebellious, mysterious, antisocial, brooding and 
enticing with a romantic appeal. Often damaged by a past incident and in exile from society 
(literally or metaphorically). 
Other famous Byronic heroes include Milton’s Satan, Heathcliff from Wuthering Heights and 
Edward Cullen from Twilight.

Charlotte Bronte (1816-1855) 

Lives in Haworth, Yorkshire 
Daughter of Patrick and Maria Bronte, sister to Maria, Elizabeth, Charlotte, Branwell, Emily and 
Ann. 1821: Charlotte’s mother Maria dies of cancer. 
1825: Charlotte’s sisters Maria and Elizabeth die of tuberculosis at boarding school (Lowood is 
based on this). 
1831-8: Charlotte boards and later teaches at Roe Head school, Mirfield. 
1839-1841: Charlotte is a governess. 
1842: Charlotte, and her sister Emily, study French in Brussels. 
1843: Charlotte returns to Brussels to teach and falls in love with Monsieur Heger, her married 
professor. 
1846: The sisters begin to publish under male pseudonyms: Currer (Charlotte), Ellis (Emily) and 
Acton (Ann) Bell. 
1847: ‘Jane Eyre’ published. 1848: Branwell and Emily Bronte die. 
1849: Ann dies, ’Shirley’ is published. 
1853: ‘Villette’ published. 
1854: Charlotte marries her father’s curate, Arthur Nicholls 
1855: Charlotte is pregnant but dies from ill health and pneumonia before reaching full term. 
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Other relevant context - society and gender. 
1792: Mary Wollstonecraft publishes her pamphlet: ‘A Vindication of the Rights of Woman’ 
1819: Peterloo Massacre in Manchester 
1832: Reform Act - to increase proportion of eligible voters to 18% of adult male voters in 
England 
1833: The Abolition of Slavery Act 
1834: The Poor Law Amendment Act 
1838: People’s Charter advocates social and political reform 
1870 and 1882: Married Woman’s Property Act
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FRENCH
Refer to all lessons and worksheets in your book.

Vocabulary topics:

• Free time and activities ( Mon temps libre)
Une comédie, un film fantastique, un film d’action, un film d’arts martiaux, un film d’horreur, un 
film de gangster.

Grammar points: 

1. Music
2. Cinema and TV
My favourite hobbies (description of you free time activities)

Revisiting:

Opinions (amusant (e), divertissant (e), ennuyeux (se).
Time phrases (tous les jours, tous les soirs, une fois par semaine, rarement). 
Comparaisons (plus + adjective + que = more  ... than / moins +adjective+ que = less…than).
Direct object pronouns (le, la, les).
Superlative adjectives, clauses introduced by quand / lorsque and si, cultural theme.
Depuis + present tense of verbs faire (je fais, tu fais, il / elle fait, nous faisons, vous faites, ils/
elles font)
Verb jouer (je joue, tu joues, il/elle joue, nous jouons, vous jouez, ils/elles jouent).
Verb voir (je vois, tu voit, il/elle vois, nous voyons, vous voyez, ils/elles voient)    
Verb regarder (je regarde, tu regardes, il/elle regarde, nous regardons, vous regardez, ils/elles 
regardent) 
Verb aller (je vais, tu vas, il/elle va, nous allons, vous allez, ils/elles vont)
Verb  aimer (j’aime, tu aimes, il/elle aime, nous aimons, vous aimez, ils/elles aiment)
The negative form (ne...pas.., ne jamais …, ne .. plus)
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GEOGRAPHY: LONDON (UNFINISHED)
Please check with your Geography tutor for exact instructions as to which areas to revise. 

Section 1: Mapping London

Identifying the boroughs of London
Patterns of deprivation in London
Patterns of population density in London
Reasons for areas of high deprivation and population density in
London

Section 2: Urbanisation and Land Use in London

Cycle of urbanisation
Causes of urbanisation, suburbanisation, counter-urbanisation and reurbanisation
in London from the 1800s to current day
Positive and negative impacts of Greenfield and brownfield sites
Four different types of land use models: Burgess, Hoyt, Multiple Nuclei
and Peripheral

Section 3: Immigration in East London

Five main waves of migrations of East London over the past 300 years
Advantages of immigration in East London
Disadvantages of immigration in East London
Why has Tower Hamlets been directly impacted by immigration?

Section 4: Regeneration in East London

The four Ds of regeneration in urban areas
The four Rs of regeneration in urban areas
Positive and Negatives of urban regeneration projects
Olympic Park: Case Study

Section 5: Sustainability in London

Transport Scheme: Cycling within London
Housing crisis within London
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GEOGRAPHY: INDUSTRY (UNFINISHED)
Section 1: Classification of employment and industry

Primary
Secondary
Tertiary
Quaternary 

Section 2: Changes in industry and time and limits to development 

Pre-industrial 
Industrial
Post-industrial

Section 3: Industrial location in the UK 

Theories of industrial location for primary/secondary/tertiary/quaternary
For example: raw materials, labour, site, energy, transport
Changing industries and locations in the UK 

Section 4: Impact of deindustrialisation in the UK

Examples: East London, South Wales
Strategies to promote foot loose industries
Regeneration

Section 5: Trans national corporations 

Globalisation of industry
Examples of TNCs 
Case studies of TNC
Reasons for location
Impact in countries
Costs and benefits
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GERMAN
accommodation Unterkunft (f)
arrival Ankunft
balcony Balkon (m)
basement Untergeschoss (n)
bath Bad (n)
bath towel Badetuch (n)
bath tub Badewanne (f)
bathroom Badezimmer (n)
bed Bett (n)
bed and breakfast place Pension (f)
bedlinen Bettwäsche (f)
bedroom Schlafzimmer (n)
bunk bed Etagenbett (n)
camp site Campingplatz (m)
caravan Wohnwagen (m)
curtain Vorhang (m)
dining area Essecke (f)
dining room Esszimmer (n)
door (front) Haustür (f)
double room Doppelzimmer (n)
drinking water Trinkwasser (n)
exit Ausgang (m)
farm Bauernhof (m)
farm house Bauernhaus (n)
floor Boden (m)
floor (1st, 2nd) Stock (m)
floor (e.g. 1st, 2nd)  Etage (f)
form Formular (n)
free, available, vacant frei
full board Vollpension (f)
furnished möbliert
games room Aufenthaltsraum (m)
garden Garten (m)
ground floor Erdgeschoss (n)
guest Gast (m)
half board Halbpension (f)
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heating Heizung (f)
hotel Hotel (n)
in advance im voraus
in the country auf dem Lande
included inbegriffen
inclusive of, included inklusiv
key Schlüssel (m)
kitchen Küche (f)
lift Aufzug (m)
lift Fahrstuhl (m)
luggage Gepäck
occupied besetzt
on the 1st floor etc im ersten Stock usw.
overnight stay Übernachtung (f)
pillow Kopfkissen (n)
reception Empfang (m)
reception Rezeption (f)
receptionist Empfangschef (m)
rent Miete (f)
reservation Reservierung (f)
room  Zimmer (n)
shared room Mehrbettzimmer (n)
sheet Betttuch (n)
shower Dusche (f)
single room Einzelzimmer (n)
sitting room Wohnzimmer (n)
sleeping bag Schlafsack (m)
soap Seife (f)
staircase Treppe (f)
suitcase Koffer (m)
television Fernsehen (n)
television set Fernsehapparat (m)
tent Zelt (n)
to arrive ankommen
to book buchen
to camp (in a tent) zelten
to function, to work funktioneren
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to hire, to rent mieten
to reserve reservieren
to stay/spend the night übernachten
to unpack auspacken
toilet Toilette (f)
toilet paper Toilettenpapier (n)
toothbrush Zahnbürste (f)
toothpaste Zahnpasta (f)
twin room Zweibettzimmer (n)
view Aussicht (f)
village Dorf (n)
wardrobe Kleiderschrank (m)
wash basin Waschbecken (n)
WC WC (n)
window Fenster (n)
with a view of, overlooking mit Blick auf
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HISTORY
You need to ensure that you are going over the following topics. For each monarch, you are 
expected to know their place on the family tree, the dates and key accomplishments of their 
reign and the reasons for their significance. If you have any questions, please speak with Mr 
Martin. 

Monarchs: 

William I (1066-1087) 
The sons and inheritance of William’s children 
Matilda, Stephen I and the Anarchy 
Henry II (1154-1189) 
King John (1199-1216) 
Henry III (1216-1272) 
Edward I (1272-1307) 
Edward II (1307-1327) 
Edward III (1327-1377) 

Key events: 

The death of William I and the breaking up of the Empire 
The process which led Henry I to become King of England and Duke of Normandy 
The consequences of the Anarchy on England 
Henry II: Common Law and Trial by Jury 
The creation and development of the Angevin Empire and its various component counties 
King John, the Barons’ Revolt, the Magna Carta and the breaking up of the Angevin Empire 
The reasons why Henry III was a significant medieval monarch: Simon de Montfort and he 
creation of the first Parliament, the confirmation of the Magna Carta, the empowering of 
medieval women and queens. 
Edward I and the first Parliament in Westminster: ‘that which touches all should be agreed by 
all’. 
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MATHS
1 Half-term 3 topics

-Finding missing side and missing angle using trigonometric ratios

2. Congruent and Similar shapes

Identify congruent and similar shapes
Use similarity to find missing lengths
Solve problems involving congruency and similarity

3. Polygons

Calculate the sum of interior and exterior angles in a 
Polygon
Calculate missing angles in a polygon
Solve problems involving polygons

4. Quartiles

Calculate the median, lower quartile, upper quartile and interquartile range of a given data

5. Histogram

Construct histogram with unequal class interval
To interpret a histogram

6. Fraction, Decimal and Percentage

Convert between fractions, decimals and percentages
Convert recurring decimals to fractions and vice versa

7. Functions

Find the value of a given function by substitution
Find the inverse of a given function
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MUSIC
1. Core musical theory

Articulation
Keys / Circle of 5ths
Primary and secondary chords
Chordal inversion
Harmonic devices

2. Structure

Oratorios
Ground bass
Binary, Ternary, Rondo and Sonata forms
The ‘Classical-era’ symphony
Movements of the requiem mass
Circle of 5ths  in popular music

3. The Beatles

Members of the band and their main roles
The ‘three chord trick’
Famous songs/albums by the Beatles (including recording info)

4. Study piece: Haydn Symphony No. 101 ‘Clock’ (2nd movt)

Structure
Instrumentation
Tonality

5. Study piece: Three songs from the Beatles’ Sgt. Pepper album

Intervals and note ranges
Singing in harmony
Unusual instruments (from both the East and the West)
Metres
Tonality
Structure
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PHILOSOPHY
Please ensure you know who the following thinkers were and what they did:

Plato 
Aristotle
Thomas Aquinas 
Confucius 
René Descartes 
Ralph Waldo Emerson 
Michel Foucault 
David Hume 
Immanuel Kant 
Søren Kierkegaard 
Lao-Tzu 
John Locke 
Niccolo Machiavelli 
Karl Marx 
John Stuart Mill 
Friedrich Nietzsche
Plato 
Rawls
Jean-Jacques Rousseau 
Jean-Paul Sartre 
Socrates 
Ludwig Wittgenstein

Please ensure you understand the following philosophical principles

1. The cave/divided line by Plato
2. Harm principle by John Stuart Mill, 1806-1873 
2. The principle of Sufficient Reason Gottfried Leibniz 1646-1716 
3. The Mean by Aristotle, 382BC-322BC
4. The falsification principle by Karl Popper, 1902-1994 
5. Ought Implies Can by Immanuel Kant, 1724-1804 
6. The principle of evidence by David Hume, 1771-1776 
7. The principle of charity by Donald Davidson 1917-2003 
8. The difference principle by john rawls, 1921-2002 
9. Just war by thomas aquinas, 1225-1274 
10. Occam’s razor by william of occam, 1288-1348 
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PHYSICS: 
Section 1: Energy Stores and Transfers

Energy can only be transferred between different stores and different objects.  
Energy stores Examples

Thermal Water in a kettle

Kinetic Moving car 

Gravitational potential energy (GPE) Skydiver, falling/raised object

Elastic potential Stretched bungee cord

Chemical Energy Fossil fuels, batteries, food

Magnetic Between two magnets

Electrostatic Between two charges

Nuclear Uranium (nuclear fuel), the sun

Energy transfers

1. Energy is transferred from one store to another in the following ways: 
2. By forces “doing work” (a.k.a. mechanically) 
3. By electricity (moving charges doing work) 
4. Radiation (e.g. light)

Sound

 Heating (e.g. kettle’s heating element moves thermal energy to water’s thermal energy store 
by heating the water) 

Systems

Systems – the name for a single object (e.g. air) or multiple objects (e.g. two crashing cars) 
When a system “changes” it just means energy is transferred into the system or out of the 
system. 
Closed system – a system where energy and mass cannot enter or leave. The net change 
(overall change) in a closed system is always zero because no energy is leaving or entering.
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Work done 

Work done = energy transferred
Work is done every time a force moves an object. Work done is measured in joules (J). 1 joule (J) 
= 1 newton metre (Nm) 
W = Fs
W – work done, measured in joules (J)
F – force measured in newtons (N) 
s – distance, measured in meters (m) 

Energy transfer examples

1.  Throwing a ball – chemical energy store transferred to ball’s kinetic energy by a force doing 
work on the ball. 
2.  Braking a car – friction force between wheels and car causes wheel’s kinetic energy to 
transfer to thermal energy by heating the surroundings.
3.  Crashing a car – force between a car and colliding object does work to transfer car’s kinetic 
energy into thermal and elastic potential energy in the car. 
4.  Falling objects – gravitational potential energy decreases as an object falls. The force of 
gravity causes the energy to transfer into kinetic energy as the object falls. The amount of 
kinetic energy gained by a falling object is the same as the energy lost from the gravitational 
potential energy store. 

Kinetic energy equation 

Ek= 1
2

mv2

Ek – kinetic energy, measured in joules (J)
m – mass, measured in kilograms (kg) 
v – speed, measured in metres per second (m/s) 

Gravitational potential energy equation

Eg=mgh
Eg – gravitational potential energy, measured in joules (J)
m – mass, measured in kilograms (kg) 
g – gravitational field strength, measured in netwons per kilogram (N/kg) 
h – height, measured in metres (m) 
Remember – g on Earth = 9.81 N/kg
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Elastic potential energy 

Ep= 1
2

ke2

Ep – elastic potential energy, measured in joules (J) 
k – spring constant, measured in newtons per metre (N/m) 
e – extension, measured in metres (m) 
Remember – spring constant tells you the stiffness of the spring.

Section 2: Specific heat capacity

Temperature – a measure of how hot or cold and object is. 
Heat – the amount of thermal energy stored in an object. 
The specific heat capacity is the energy required to raise the temperature of 1kg of substance 
by 1°C. 
Specific heat capacity of water = 4200 J/kg °C (you need to know this.) For comparison, the 
specific heat capacity of mercury (like in a thermometer) is 139 J/kg °C

Specific heat capacity equation

∆E=mc∆θ

∆ is the Greek letter delta. It means “change in” – so take a difference between two numbers.
θ is the Greek letter theta. It means temperature.
 ∆E – change in energy, measure din joules (J)
m – mass, measured in kilograms (kg) 
c – specific heat capacity, measured in joules per kilogram degrees Celsius (J/kg °C)
∆θ – change in temperature, measured in degrees Celsius (°C)
Remember - ∆E is one quantity, meaning “change/difference in energy” and ∆θ is one quantity 
meaning “change/difference in temperature”
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Investigating specific heat capacity 

You can measure the specific heat capacity of a material by using an immersion heater and 
a specially designed block of metal with space to fit the heater and a thermometer. By doing 
some extra calculations, you can work out how much energy is supplied to the block. The block 
also has to be well insulated so energy dissipation is reduced, but in real life, it is hard to make 
sure all the energy from the heater is transferred to the metal block. This experiment can be 
easily repeated to find the specific heat capacity of different materials. 

Independent variable Dependent variable Control variables
energy supplied by heater temperature metal block being tested

 

1. Measure the mass of a block of material you are investigating (e.g. copper). 
2.  Wrap the block in an insulating material to reduce dissipation of energy into the 
surroundings.
3.  Set up apparatus by inserting an immersion heater into one hole and a thermometer into 
the other.
4.  Measure the initial (starting) temperature of the block and set the power supply to a set 
potential difference. 
5.  Turn on the power supply and start a stopwatch. Turning on the power supply will transfer 
energy from the heater to the block, causing the temperature of the block to increase. 
6.  Record the temperature rise at regular time intervals (e.g. every 60 seconds) until you have 
10 readings. You also need to record the potential difference on the voltmeter and the current 
on the ammeter.
7.  Calculate the energy transferred at each time interval by using the equation:
energy transferred = potential difference x current x time
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8. Plot a graph of energy against temperature, like below:
 

Use the straight part of the graph to calculate gradient of the graph. First multiply the gradient 
by the mass of the block. Then calculate the specific heat capacity by doing 1 divided by this 
number. 
specific heat capacity = 1 � (gradient x mass of block) which is the same as rearranging the 
equation ∆E=mc∆θ to find c.

Section 3: Power

Power – rate (speed) of work done. It measures how much energy is transferred per second. 
Measured in watts (W). 1 watt (W) = 1 joule per second (J/s) 
The equation can be written in two ways: 
P= E

t        P= W
t

P – power, measured in watts (W)
E – energy, measured in joules (J)
t – time, measured in seconds (s) 
W – work done measured in joules (J)

Section 4: Conservation of energy

Conservation of energy means energy cannot be created or destroyed, only stored, transferred 
or dissipated. 
Dissipated – spreading out.
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Convection 

 Convection – energetic particles move from hotter areas to cooler areas. Convection currents 
are set up in gases or liquids because the particles are free to move. This causes a convection 
current. 
Radiators cause convection currents as hot air rises, reaches the top, cools and then sinks 
again. This process repeats, causing air to flow around a room.

Conduction

 

Conduction – the process where vibrating particles transfer energy to neighbouring particles. 
Energy is transferred by heating to the thermal store of the object when particles vibrate and 
collide with each other. Energy is transferred through the object until it is transferred to the 
other side of the object.
Thermal conductivity – a measure of how quickly energy can transfer through a material. The 
higher the conductivity, the faster the energy is transferred through a material. Measured in 
watts per meters degree Celsius (W/m°C).
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Radiation 

Radiation – heat transfer from all hot objects through an electromagnetic wave.

Lubrication 

When two objects move past each other, the force of friction between them causes energy to 
transfer as heat. Using a lubricant reduced the amount of friction between two objects which 
reduces energy lost as heat.
Lubricant – a substance (e.g. oil) that coats an object and reduces the amount of friction.

Investigating the effectiveness of different materials  

You can also investigate how good different materials are at transferring energy. This 
experiment is similar to the one above, except this time you change the material around the 
beaker, for example, bubble wrap, tin foil, newspaper. The longer it takes for the temperature 
to decrease, the better the material is at insulating. 

Independent variable Dependent variable Control variables
type of insulating 
material

temperature amount of hot water, 
thickness of insulation 
(although this is a lot 
harder to control)

1.  Place a small beaker inside a large beaker. Make a lid out of cardboard with a hole in it to fit a 
thermometer. 
2.  Pour hot water into the beaker, cover it with the lid and insert the thermometer. 
3. Record the temperature and start the stopwatch. 
4.  Record the temperature of the water every 3 minutes for 21 minutes in total. 
5.  Pour away the hot water and allow the beaker to cool down again. Repeat steps 1-5 by 
adding a different insulating material in the gap between the two beakers. 
6.  Plot cooling curve graphs for each different number of layers of insulation with ‘Temperature 
in °C’ on the y-axis and ‘Time in minutes’ on the x-axis. And use this to determine which 
material is the best insulator 


